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Recently, demand for service robots increases, and, particularly, one for personal service robots, which
requires robot intelligence, will be expected to increase more. Accordingly, studies on intelligent robots
are spreading all over the world. In this situation, we attempt to realize context-awareness for home
robot while previous robot research focused on image processing, control and low-level context
recognition. This paper uses probabilistic modeling for service robots to provide users with high-level
context-aware services required in home environment, and proposes a systematic modeling approach
for modeling a number of Bayesian networks. The proposed approach supplements uncertain sensor
input using Bayesian network modeling and enhances the efficiency in modeling and reasoning processes
using modular design based on domain knowledge. We verify the proposed method is useful as measur-
ing the performance of context-aware module and conducting subjective test.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction conducted related research projects. Sony’s AIBO and Honda’s ASI-
Recent robot researches have shifted the attention from indus-
trial robots to service robots. According to the report of Japan
Robotic Association (Fig. 1), robot market with personal and ser-
vice robots as the center will grow exponentially in the near future.
Since personal and service robots are investigated and made in or-
der to provide services to individual users, they should have intel-
ligence for various goals (Garcia, Jimenez, Santos, & Armada, 2007).
For this reason, much research for robot intelligence appears from
all over the world.

European Union investigated 73 million Euros in 74 projects
with the topic of ‘‘Cognitive Systems and Robotics,’’ and it covers
various topics of intelligent robotics including object recognition,
cognitive architecture, activity modeling, planning, learning and
adaptation (European Commission ICT Research). Researches on
robotics in United States tend to seek practicality, and they include
robot intelligence. Robotics Institute in CMU have studied service
robots for people with reduced functional capabilities due to aging
or disability (Brose et al., 2010), and personal robots group in MIT
Media Lab have studied robots that can express their emotion and
learn social interaction (Breazeal, Gray, & Berlin, 2009). Japan is in
a dominant position in personal service robot field. In Japan, major
companies such as Sony, Honda, and NEC as well as a government
ll rights reserved.
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ong, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si,
MO are well-known to the public as well as robot researchers, and
they have been provided to major research groups as platforms for
robot intelligence (Hing et al., 2008).

Despite much effort to implement robot intelligence, most of
them focused on low-level control and recognition problems. We
construct probabilistic model so that service robots in home envi-
ronment can provide context-aware services to users and use mod-
ular design approach based on domain knowledge for efficient
modeling. Bayesian networks are used to handle uncertain and
various input values reliably. Bayesian network models are modu-
larized and designed based on services and functionalities for effi-
cient modeling and reasoning processes, and each module with
functional independence can be used together if necessary.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the backgrounds and related works on context-aware
services in three different domains and general Bayesian network
modeling, and Section 3 presents Bayesian network modeling
approach based on modular design and the case study of con-
text-aware home robot services. Section 4 evaluates the proposed
modeling method in terms of performance and user satisfaction,
and Section 5 concludes this paper and discusses future works.
2. Related works

2.1. Context-aware service

Context can be defined as any information that can be used to
characterize the situation of an entity such as a person, place, or
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Fig. 1. Estimation of robot market in Japan. Source: Japan Robotic Association.

Table 1
Related works on context-awareness in three domains (mobile, home and robot).

Project/
author

Service domain Low-level
context
recognition

High-level
context-
awareness

Mobile Home Robot

ContextPhone s � � s D
Serendipity s � � s s

SenSay s � � s s

Panagiotakis
et al.

s � � s s

MOPET s � � s s

Yap et al. s � � s s

COGNIRON � s s s �
MORPHA � s s s �
iCub � � s � �
PlayMate � � s s �
URUS � � s s s

AMBIENCE D s � s �
UKARI � s � s s
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object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user
and an application (Dey, 2001). Context-aware services are to rec-
ognize context and to provide services that are appropriate to with
the recognized context (Kwon & Choi, 2009). They are becoming
more important as research in mobile and pervasive computing
grow. In this situation, this paper summarizes the related works
on context-aware service in three different service domains: mo-
bile computing, robotics and a smart home.

Context-awareness in mobile computing is more important
than in others because user context changes more dynamically,
so many groups have studied mobile context-awareness. Raento
et al. developed a software platform for context-aware mobile
applications called ContextPhone (Raento, Oulasvirta, Petit, &
Toivonen, 2005), and Eagle and Pentland referred user profile as
context, and presented a social match making service called ‘Seren-
dipity’ with that platform (Eagle & Pentland, 2005). Siewiorek et al.
presented a context-aware mobile phone called SenSay that adapts
to dynamically changing environmental and physiological states
(Siewiorek et al., 2005). It used a state diagram to recognize busy-
ness of users and set a mode of mobile phone automatically.
Panagiotakis and Alonistioti presented an intelligent distributed
framework that enables the dynamic service composition for mo-
bile applications (Panagiotakis & Alonistioti, 2006). With an
advancement of recent smart phone technology, application areas
of context-awareness in mobile computing have extended. Butt-
ussi and Chittaro developed MOPET, a wearable system that super-
vises physical fitness activities in outdoor environment (Buttussi &
Chittaro, 2008). Yap et al. presented a context-aware augmented
city guide using various global and local features (content) and rec-
ognized landmarks (context) together (Yap, Chen, Li, & Wu, 2010).
Based on recognized landmark information as context, they per-
formed more accurate recognition and provided better service.
Therefore, context-aware services using mobile phone is very di-
verse and covers context from low- to high-levels.

On the other hand, studies on high-level context-awareness in
robotics have not been conducted very much even though those
in service robot have been conducted actively. Most of them fo-
cused on image/vision processing, hardware control, or recognition
of low-level activities. In the European project of ‘‘Cognitive Sys-
tems and Robotics,’’ the COGNIRON (Cognitive Robot Companion)
develops cognitive robots whose purpose would be to serve hu-
mans as companions, so they would be able to learn new skills
and tasks in constant interaction with humans (Germa, Lerasle,
Danes, & Brethes, 2007). It targets three robots and demonstra-
tions: The robot home tour, the curious robot, and learning skills
and tasks. The MORPHA project is to equip intelligent mechatronic
systems like service robots with the capability to communicate,
interact and collaborate with human users (Ehrenmann, Zoellner,
Rogalla, & Dillmann, 2002). The iCub is a humanoid robot platform
developed and provided for the RobotCub, an open project of hu-
man cognition study (Vernon, 2008). The PlayMate is to develop
intelligent robots that perform sophisticated interaction with ob-
jects in human environments as manipulating objects, learning
properties and interacting with humans (Stark, Lies, Zillich, Wyatt,
& Schiele, 2008). These projects focused on implementation of cog-
nitive systems mainly with human–robot interaction and covered
recognition of low-level context such as gesture, position and
movement. The URUS (Ubiquitous Networking Robotics in Urban
Settings) project focused on implementing a network of robots in
urban environment and covered high-level context such as emer-
gent situation of user/robots based on networked sensors as well
as low-level context like simple human activities (Tardioli, Mosteo,
Riazuelo, Villarroel, & Montano, 2010).

Recent smart home projects also include context-aware ser-
vices. The AMBIENCE project targeted context-aware indoor envi-
ronment based on low-level context recognition of hand gesture
and human location (Markopoulos, Mavrommati, & Kameas,
2004). The UKARI project presented a real-life validation experi-
ment facility simulating a future residence equipped with diverse
sensors and network connected home appliances (Tatsuya et al.,
2007). It includes an interactive robot called Otaku and provided
context-aware service using activity inference based on rule and
learning.

Though some of these works provided high-level context-aware
services, the proposed context-aware service based on probabilis-
tic modeling is different from these works. The URUS project tar-
geted urban environment, not home environment, and they used
networked robots. We assumed an independent mobile robot that
worked in home environment. We also did not use ubiquitous
home and ubiquitous sensors because they are not general home
environments available in the near future. Based on these assump-
tions, we implemented context-aware services for home robot
based on modular design of Bayesian networks. Table 1 summa-
rizes the related works on context-aware projects/services in three
different domains described previously.
2.2. Bayesian network modeling

Bayesian network has emerged as a powerful technique for han-
dling uncertainty in complex domains (Ejsing, Vastrup, & Madsen,



Fig. 2. Architecture for modular design of Bayesian network to solve real-world problems.

Table 2
All kinds of information classified in home environment.

Information Description Update time

Current time Time set In cycles + when it is requested
Schedule Schedule set In cycles + when it is changed
Weather Weather set In cycles + when it is requested
User profile User profile set At first + when it is changed
User location Current location of user When it is requested
User pose Current pose of user When it is recognized + requested
User outfit User outfit set When it is recognized
User talk User request for schedule notice When it is recognized
Temperature Indoor temperature In cycles + when it is requested
Brightness Indoor brightness In cycles + when it is requested
Light If turned on/off In cycles + when it is requested
Air purity Indoor air purity In cycles + when it is requested
Fog Fog occurrence When it is recognized + requested
TV state If turned on/off When it is recognized + requested
Fridge state If door opened/closed When it is recognized + requested
Door state Opened/closed When it is recognized + requested
Air conditioning and heating state Setting on/turned off When it is recognized + requested
Window state Opened/closed When it is recognized + requested
The front door state Opened/closed When it is recognized + requested
Object location Current location of object When it is requested
Foreigner If one exist When it is recognized + requested
User answer of going out context User answer When it is requested
User answer for user location User answer When it is requested

Fig. 3. A systematic procedure for modular design of Bayesian networks.
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Table 3
Services and corresponding required BN modules.

Service category Services Problem specific BN modules Common BN modules

Schedule management Notifying schedules Reasoning general context of user, Reasoning
notifying context

Reasoning importance of schedules

Recommending scheduling Reasoning the degree of adequacy

Delivery Reasoning required objects Reasoning going out context of user Reasoning user location
Reasoning user location
Reasoning object location Reasoning object location

Home security & home
management

Reasoning how dangerous Reasoning how dangerous Reasoning current object state, reasoning
anomalyReasoning anomaly Reasoning expected object state

Reasoning why temperature is
high/low

Reasoning why temperature is high/low

Reasoning why the window is
open

Reasoning why the window is open

Fig. 4. Information representation in home environment.
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2008). It is a model of a joint probability distribution over a set of
random variables. The Bayesian network is represented as a direc-
ted acyclic graph where nodes correspond to variables and arcs
correspond to probabilistic dependencies between connected
nodes.

PhB; hBi ¼ Pðx1; x2; . . . ; xnÞ ¼
Yn

i¼1

PðxijPaðxiÞÞ ð1Þ

Eq. (1) represents Bayesian network formally. B and hB mean Bayes-
ian network structure and probabilistic variables, and PhB,hBimeans
a joint probability distribution of this network. A structure can be
represented as B = (V,E) where V = {x1,x2, . . .,xn} is a set of nodes
and E is a set of arch. For each xi, a conditional probability distribu-
tion can be represented as P(xi|Pa(xi)), and Pa(xi) represents a parent
set of a variable xi.

Modeling Bayesian network includes (1) selecting significant
variables and preprocessing, (2) identifying network structure and
relationship among them, (3) obtaining probabilities for conditional
probability tables (parameters), and (4) evaluating modeled Bayes-
ian network. Several groups have studied a method to build a good
Bayesian network model, and they are particularly important issues
to identify network structure and to obtain parameters for BN model.

There are two approaches to identify structure and parameters
of Bayesian network model. The first approach is learning model
from the data. Availability of data depends on the problem domain.
Learning is a better choice if we can get enough amount of data.
There are well-known algorithms for learning structures and
parameters of Bayesian networks. The K2 algorithm presented by
Cooper and Herskovits is the most frequently used algorithm to
learn a structure of Bayesian network (Madsen, Kalwa, & Kjarulff,
2008), and maximum likelihood estimation is the most general
method to learn parameters of Bayesian network based on statis-
tics (Niculescu, Mitchell, & Rao, 2006). The second one is manual
construction based on domain knowledge of expert. Domain
knowledge is crucial in manual construction of Bayesian network
even though it is used for the whole modeling procedure. Experts
identify the structure and set parameters based on their knowl-
edge, and this is very important because we cannot obtain reliable
data in many real-world problems.

Xu et al. designed a user preference Bayesian network model
based on empirical experimentation analysis and domain knowl-
edge, and applied it to mobile application (Xu, Liao, & Li, 2008). Hong
et al. modeled a hierarchical Bayesian networks manually for a
mixed-initiative interaction of human and service robot (Hong,
Song, & Cho, 2007). A few groups presented a systematic procedure
for Bayesian network modeling. Marcot et al. described a guide line
for Bayesian network design and suggested it to apply to ecological
modeling problem (Marcot, Steventon, Sutherland, & McCann,
2006). Laskey and Mahoney proposed Bayesian network
engineering method based on the spiral system lifecycle model of
software engineering technique (Laskey & Mahoney, 2000). These
works presented a general Bayesian network modeling approach
and applied it to real-world problems. On the other hand, a few
works used a concept of functional module to design Bayesian net-
works. Neil et al. presented a procedure to construct a large-scale
Bayesian network as using the idiom meaning functional module
(Neil, Fenton, & Neilson, 2000). Marengoni et al. designed Bayesian
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network for image understanding and used procedural approach
based on functional modules to solve complex problems (Marengon-
i, Hanson, Zilberstein, & Riseman, 2003). These works, however,
made a single large-scale Bayesian network based on each small
functional module, so they are just components for the final Bayesian
network and do not have functional independence. In this paper, we
attempt to model a number of modules with functional indepen-
dence so that they can be used as single modules as well as compo-
nents of bigger modules. We also present a systematic modeling
process for these tens of Bayesian networks while previous works
presented a modeling process for a single Bayesian network.

3. Systematic approach for modular design of Bayesian
networks

We propose a systematic modeling approach of a number of
Bayesian networks to provide context-aware services of home ro-
bot. Fig. 2 illustrates the proposed architecture for modular design
of Bayesian networks. Here, domain and service analyses are re-
quired first, and they are very important. Analyzed results are
stored in domain knowledge and service scenario database, and used
for the following modeling, reasoning, and integration/management
modules. In modeling, experts design Bayesian networks in module
and node levels, and they are stored in BN modules. These BNs pro-
vide required modules according to the request of reasoning. Inte-
gration/management gets user requests and transfers them to
service scenario DB so that it could know which modules are needed
in this request. Accordingly it requests reasoning required results of
BN functions and get them for final service.

3.1. Modeling procedure for modular design of Bayesian networks
using domain knowledge

This section describes the specific modeling procedure used in
this paper as shown in Fig. 3. Three databases (domain knowledge,
Fig. 5. BN modules and services de
BN modules and service scenario DB) shown left are already
explained in Fig. 2. For modeling, domain and service analyses
should be conducted first to get domain knowledge. Module-level
design is conducted based on this domain knowledge and service
scenarios. Required services in a given domain and required func-
tional modules are designed here. After that, node-level design for
each functional module is required. Detailed process for node-level
design is shown at the right side of Fig. 3, and it is similar to those
presented at previous works (Laskey & Mahoney, 2000; Marcot
et al., 2006). It starts from variable identification, proceeds prepro-
cessing and structure/parameter design, and ends with evaluation.
If the evaluated results are satisfactory, they are stored in BN mod-
ules, which consist of common BNs and problem-specific BNs. They
are used for inference when user requests a service, and the in-
ferred results of corresponding modules are integrated with the
service scenario in information integration, and then users can get
services. How to conduct actual design will be described in the
next section with the case study of context-aware home services.

3.2. Implementing context-aware services for home robot

This section describes how we model the Bayesian network
modules using the procedure presented in Fig. 3 with the con-
text-aware service for home robot.

3.2.1. Domain and service analyses
In domain analysis, we classified all kinds of information where

general home environments can have, and represented it using
XML format. Table 2 provides all classified information, descrip-
tions, and update time. In description, there are set type informa-
tion (time, schedule, weather, user profile and user outfit), and
they consist of set of information with similar attribute. For exam-
ple, time set for information current time comprises time, day of
week, and date, and each of them is illustrated in Fig. 4. Other
information sets have similar structure. Update time is one of five
signed in module-level design.
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predefined modes: in cycles, when it is requested, when it is changed,
when it is recognized, and at first. We decided it considering effi-
ciency because it cost much resource if all information should be
updated every time.

Fig. 4 shows an example of this information represented by
XML. Only a part is presented because all information requires
too much space. Here, we defined possible information types as
frame, variable and predicate. Possible types of variable and predi-
cate are also predefined. For example, a value for day of week should
Table 5
The numbers of BN modules designed (C: Common BN module, S: Problem-specific BN m

Service category BN module

Schedule management Reasoning general co
Reasoning notifying c
Reasoning importanc
Reasoning the degree

Delivery Reasoning user locati
Reasoning going out
Reasoning object loca

Home security & home management Reasoning current ob
Reasoning expected o
Reasoning how dange
Reasoning anomaly (C
Reasoning why temp
Reasoning why the w

Total 38

Table 4
Variables identified and their possible states.

Variable
type

Variable States

Input PreviousLocationObserved Inside/outside
ObservedTimeForPreviousLocation Inside/outside
Weather Fine/hot/rain/snow
Day Weekday/weekend
Time Earlymorning/morning/

noon/earlyafternoon/
lateafternoon/evening/night

UserBag Yes/no
UserClothes Yes/no
UserShoes Yes/no
UserHat Yes/no
UserUmbrella Yes/no
Fridge Active/inactive
TV Active/inactive
Light Active/inactive
AirConditioning/Cooling Active/inactive
FrontDoor Open/closed
PreviousSchedule Inside/outside
TimeForPreviousSchedule Before10/before13/rest
CurrentSchedule Inside/outside
NextSchedule Inside/outside
TimeForNextSchedule After10/after13/rest

Hidden ActivityLocation Inside/outside
ActivityTime Yes/no
ClothesForGoingOut Yes/no
ObjectForGoingOut Yes/no
OutfitForGoingOut Yes/no
ApplianceState Active/inactive
PreviousLocationInSchedule Inside/outside
GoingOutInSchedule Yes/no
NextLocationInSchedule Inside/outside
HomeState Active/inactive
IntentionForGoingOut Yes/no
PreviousLocation Inside/outside
NextLocation Inside/outside

Query PreparingForGoingOut Yes/no
LeavingForASecond Yes/no
CheckingTheFrontGate Yes/no
ComingBack Yes/no
be selected among MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, SAT, and SUN mean-
ing seven days of a week. Similarly, for update mode, CYC, REQ,
CHA, REC and FIR represent in cycles, when it is requested, when it
is changed, when it is recognized, and at first. Other information is
represented in the same way.

Service analysis is also important. It constitutes a service scenario
database, which will be used in inference, information integration
and service provision. Since it is impossible to model all Bayesian net-
works for all contexts, it defines important service categories and
services that should be modeled. We defined the important services
in home environment, and they will be presented in Table 3. Total
nine services in three categories are selected because they are most
general and useful services that home robots can provide. Many
related projects actually have been studied intelligent schedule
management like the Radar project (Modi, Veloso, Mith, & Oh,
2005), delivery (Brose et al., 2010), and home security and manage-
ment (Carolis & Cozzolongo, 2004).
3.2.2. Module-level design considering target service
We define the required Bayesian network modules for three se-

lected categories. We conduct module-level design as imitating hu-
man decision making process based on domain knowledge. What
is important here is an efficient design of modules where each
module has functional independence and is used when they are re-
quired. For efficiency, we divide BN modules into common BNs and
problem-specific BNs. If function of a certain BN is required in
more than two services, we classified them as common BNs, and
it is decided at module-level design.

For schedule management, we designed four kinds of modules:
Reasoning general user context, reasoning notifying context, rea-
soning importance of schedules, and reasoning the degree of ade-
quacy. A service of notifying schedules requires three BN modules
as shown in Table 3. It works as follows. Reasoning general user con-
text module decides how busy a user is and reasoning notifying con-
text module decides how early or late the current time is for
notifying schedules. Considering both context inferred, the way
of notifying schedules is selected among simple notification, selec-
tive notification and detailed notification. Simple/selective/de-
tailed schedules are decided based on the result inferred by
reasoning importance of schedules. A service of recommending sched-
uling recommends the time slot for a new schedule considering
how proper an input schedule is in each time slot and relative
importance of old and new schedules.

For delivery, three services of reasoning required objects, reason-
ing user location, and reasoning object location are designed. Reason-
ing required objects is to serve required object when user is going
out. If the result of reasoning user location is the front gate, a service
odule).

The number of BN module

ntext of user (S) 1
ontext (S) 1
e of schedules (C) 5 (by the category of schedule)
of adequacy (S) 5 (by the category of schedule)

on (C) 3 (by user)
context of user (C) 6 (by user and service)
tion (S) 10 (by object)

ject state (C) 1
bject state (S) 1
rous (S) 1
) 2 (by anomaly type)

erature is high/low (S) 1
indows opened (S) 1
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robot conduct reasoning going out context of user to know whether
he is going out or not. If she/he is going out, it observes what a user
has and serves required objects in current context with the same
module. This module can be used for two objects. For example, a
user can get an umbrella if it rains now or will rain soon. Reasoning
user location is for a service robot to know where a user is for a
delivery service, and reasoning object location is also important
for a delivery service of those objects.

For home security and management, we assigned four services
shown in Table 3. These modules work one after another as fol-
lows. First, reasoning current object state module infers current
states of air conditioning/heating and doors/windows. Based on
that, reasoning how dangerous and reasoning expected object state
can work. The result of the latter can be also used for reasoning
Fig. 6. Structure of a Bayesian
anomaly as comparing expected states and current states. If anom-
aly is detected, reasoning why the temperature is high/low and rea-
soning why the window is open modules work to know what the
anomaly is and why that happens.

Services and the corresponding BN modules designed are sum-
marized in Table 3. Each BN module shown in this table practically
has more than two BNs. For example, the number of reasoning
object location modules is the same as the number of objects de-
fined in home environment. In this paper, reasoning object location
includes 10 BNs because we defined ten objects in our home
environment.

Fig. 5 illustrates how the designed BN modules are used to-
gether for each service in three service categories. We designed
each BN module with functional independence, so each module
network module designed.



Fig. 7. Home environment for service scenarios.
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works for a service alone in some cases and together with other
modules in other cases. This functional independence is very
important factor in an effective modular design (Pressman,
1992). In Fig. 5, designed modules have several types. They work
as parallel modules in a schedule management, and as sequential
modules in delivery and home security & management. Common
BN modules and corresponding services can be easily discrimi-
nated in this figure. Designing Bayesian network modules like this
makes modeling and reasoning more efficient. The number of BN
modules that should be designed decreases as we have common
BN modules, and reasoning through large number of nodes is
unnecessary as we use modular design of Bayesian networks.
Strictly speaking, each module in this figure represents a type of
BN module, not a single BN module because it can have several
modules as explained.
Table 6
Objects in each place of home environment for service scenarios.

Place Objects

Main room Door, window, light, bed, closet, clothes, hat/cap
Study room Door, window, light, bookcase, desk, bed, desk lamp
Living

room
Window, light, heating controller, couch, TV, clock, air
conditioner

Dining
room

Window, fridge, sink, table, chair, gas range, gas valve, fire

extinguisher, drink, cup, self
Bathroom Door, light, window
Front gate

area
Door, light, shoe rack, shoes

Remainders Trash, umbrella, bags (briefcase/purse/back pack)
3.2.3. Node-level design
Node-level design of Bayesian networks are introduced in previ-

ous works (Laskey & Mahoney, 2000; Marcot et al., 2006), and we
follow the same process. Here, we describe the node-level model-
ing process with an example of reasoning going out context of user
module in delivery.

First, we need to identify the variables (nodes) and discretize
their states with the domain knowledge. Variables have three types:
Input, hidden, and query variables. Variables for reasoning going out
context of user BN include the information shown in Table 4.
Hidden or intermediate variables connect input variables to query
variables.

After identifying the variables for Bayesian network, we need to
identify the structure and parameter of the Bayesian network.
Since not all input variables are related to hidden/query variables,
it is very important to find the causality between variables. Fig. 6
illustrates the structure of the designed Bayesian network for rea-
soning going out context of user module. We categorized the input
and hidden variables, so that it has a partly hierarchical structure
where input influence hidden, and hidden influences query even
though a few important input variables like FrontDoor are directly
connected to the query variables. In this structure, weather and
day (input) influence activity related hidden nodes, and user bag,
hat, clothes, shoes and umbrella (input) influence outfit related
hidden nodes. Network structure is decided in this way based on
causal dependency. Conditional probability tables of the model
are set based on domain knowledge and common sense. Since it
is a time-consuming task, it can help an expert to use statistics
of data though it is small amount.

Finally, if the result of network evaluation is satisfactory, we
finish the modeling. Otherwise, we go back to structure and
parameter design. There are many ways to evaluate the model,
but a simple check using test data is usually used. Using a few
dataset that can represent a service scenario, we can check the
Bayesian network model. If the result is satisfactory, it is stored
in a database of BN modules, and they can be used for inference
and service provision steps. If it is not satisfying, design of a struc-
ture and parameters should be modified until the result is satisfac-
tory enough.

After the modeling, service is triggered by a user request or an
automatic request of a service robot. According to the request, an
information integration module retrieves necessary Bayesian
network modules and gets the results. Once we obtained these
results of each module, services can be provided as described in
Section 3.2.2. At this time, it is very useful to take advantage of
both the resulting states and their probabilities.
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Table 5 provides names and numbers of the BN modules in each
service category designed at this step. To implement the services
defined in Section 3.2.1, this paper designed 38 Bayesian network
modules using the proposed approach. Reasoning going out context
Fig. 8. Reasoning general user co

Fig. 9. Reasoning notifying cont
of user module is not, but it can be used for two goals instead. An
example will be provided in delivery service scenario of Section
4.1.2. This can be extended if user needs more service or service
category in current category.
ntext BN module for father.

ext BN module for father.
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4. Experiments

For evaluation of the models designed, we have conducted a
performance test and subjective test. The performance test is
conducted with test cases by a service category, and SUS (System
Usability Scale) has been used for the subjective test.
4.1. Home environment and service scenarios

4.1.1. Home environment
To evaluate the performance of the models designed, we de-

signed home environment and service scenarios that could happen
in realistic home. Fig. 7 illustrates home environment for service
scenarios. In this simulated environment, we also assumed three-
person family (father, mother, and 10-year old son) and objects
shown in Table 6. Underlined objects are movable. Three family
members sometimes use their own objects. For example, briefcase
is only for father, and purse and back pack are for mother and son,
respectively. Bayesian network models obviously considered all
these factors in the modeling process.
4.1.2. Service scenarios
In this section, we describe the representative service scenarios,

and how the Bayesian network modules work for the service.
Fig. 10. Reasoning importance of schedule B
� Notifying schedules scenario: At living room, A father is sitting on a
chair and reading a newspaper at 7:30 in the morning. It is summer
and weather is clear. Light of the living room and TV are turned off.
He wears indoor clothes, and his next schedule is going to work
before 9:00 am.

Based on this scenario and home environment designed, the re-
sults of related BN modules are inferred. Three BN modules and in-
ferred results are shown in Figs. 8–10. As shown in these figures, the
result of reasoning general user context BN, reasoning notifying con-
text BN and reasoning importance of schedules BN is 0.75 (user is
busy), 0.61 (it is early to notify) and 0.92 (the schedule is very
important), respectively. Based on predefined rule, a corresponding
service is selected as detailed notification because it is early to no-
tify and schedule is very important even though user seems a little
busy. If the notifying context is ‘late’ with the same condition, a
selective notification is selected, and if the importance of schedule
is ‘low,’ a short notification is selected. A selective notification se-
lects important schedules and notifies them, and a short notifica-
tion also notifies important schedules in short. To sum up,
notification methods are decided considering inferred contexts of
three BN modules.

� Reasoning required objects scenario: A service robot observed a
father at a front gate in the morning on Thursday. To infer a going
out context of him, the robot collects information. He wears street
N module for work related schedules.



Fig. 11. Reasoning going out context of user BN module.
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clothes and no hat, and carries a briefcase. Door is closed and TV is
turned off. Weather is clear outside and it is 25 �C. Checking the
next schedule, it will be outside in more than an hour.
A BN module of reasoning going out context of user is required for
this service. Fig. 10 shows how this module works. In Fig. 11(a),
going out context of user is referred as ‘‘preparing for going out.’’



Fig. 12. Reasoning anomaly BN module.

Fig. 13. Reasoning why the temperature is high/low BN module.

Table 7
Performance of modules by service.

Service category Services Performance

Schedule management Notifying schedules 0.85 (17/20)
Recommending scheduling 1.00 (15/15)

Delivery Reasoning required objects 1.00 (15/15)
Reasoning user location 1.00 (20/20)
Reasoning object location 0.93 (14/15)

Home security &
management

Reasoning how dangerous 0.90 (18/20)
Reasoning anomaly 0.95 (19/20)
Reasoning why temperature is
high/low

0.90 (18/20)

Reasoning why the windows is
open

1.00 (20/20)
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Based on this information, Fig. 11(b) infers what objects are needed
for a user after setting context current context as ‘‘preparing for
going out’’ in the opposite direction. That is, query variables in
Fig. 11(a) are top four variables, and those in Fig. 11(b) are three vari-
ables in lower left with orange color. A robot can take a hat based on
inferred result because it is a sunny day. A bag is also inferred as re-
quired object, but a robot ignores it because he already has one.

� Reasoning why temperature is high scenario: A son came back to
home at 2:30 pm. Indoor temperature is 25 �C, outdoor tempera-
ture is 28 �C, and the brightness is 300 lux. Weather is a little cloudy
and doors are all closed. A service robot infers anomaly in home
environment, and check why the indoor temperature is a little high.

Fig. 12 shows the result of reasoning anomaly module consisting
of two BNs. It tells us there is an anomaly in indoor temperature.
Fig. 13 provides reasoning why the temperature is high/low BN mod-
ule works. It infers the reason is open window. Even though the in-
ferred probability of open window is 22%, it is higher than that of
other causes like air conditioner, user’s intention, and fire. Based on
the inferred result, a robot looks for open window and closes it.
4.2. Performance evaluation

To evaluate the quantitative performance, we made the test
cases. They are just like scenarios shown in Section 4.1.2. We at-
tempt to check the diverse factors that could influence the services.
Table 7 summarizes the performance including number of test



Fig. 14. Average score of 10 subjects answered by question.
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cases by services. Decision if the result is correct is done by com-
paring the answer selected by reasoning modules and the answer
previously decided when scenarios and test cases are designed.
Performance is good in every service as shown in Table 7.

4.3. Subjective test

We conducted the SUS (System Usability Scale) test for a sub-
jective evaluation of the reasoning modules. We provided service
scenarios and expected results using Bayesian network modules
designed to 20 undergraduate and graduate students, and asked
following questions given by SUS (Brooke, 1996). 10 questions of
SUS are as follows.

1. I think that I would like to use this system frequently.
2. I found the system unnecessarily complex.
3. I thought the system was easy to use.
Fig. 15. Average converted score of 10 subjects.
4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to
be able to use this system.

5. I found the various functions in this system were well
integrated.

6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.
7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this

system very quickly.
8. I found the system very cumbersome to use.
9. I felt very confident using the system.

10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with
this system.

Here, we replaced the word ‘‘system’’ with ‘‘service’’ and pro-
vided to subjects. Answer should be a number between 1 (strongly
disagree) and 5 (strongly agree) in Likert scale. Fig. 14 provides
average score of 20 subjects by question. Scores for odd numbered
question are high and those for even numbered questions are low,
and this is a desirable result.

SUS provides converted score with following equation, so it has
a range from 0 to 100.

ða summation of evaluated scores for odd numbered question�5Þ
�2:5þð25�a summation of evaluated scores for even numbered questionsÞ�2:5 ð2Þ

Fig. 15 shows average converted score of 20 subjects by service cat-
egory, and they ranged between 75 and 80, which are quite high
(schedule management: 79, delivery 78, home security & manage-
ment: 76.4). This means that subjects are satisfied for every service
category.
5. Conclusion and future works

This paper used Bayesian network modeling for service robots
to provide users high-level context-aware services they need in
home environment, and proposed a systematic modeling approach
for modular design of a number of Bayesian networks. The pro-
posed approach exploited Bayesian network to supplement uncer-
tain sensor input and selected modular design approach based on
domain knowledge to strengthen efficiency in modeling and rea-
soning processes. In experiment, we verified the proposed method
is useful as measuring a performance of Bayesian network modules
designed together with the service scenarios in home environment.
Finally, we confirmed that user satisfaction is high enough with the
subjective test of SUS.
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